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T, , memorable page of Tbe Betrotbel, Alessandro Manzoni, after

I allowing himself the luxury of recounting the "notable characteristics" of
IFederico Borromeo, attempted "in passing," to hint at his limits, saying
that "we do not wish to claim that this man, admirable as he was in so many
respects, was admirable in everying."' The Enlightenment rationalism of
Manzoni's youth led him to distance himself from the cardinal. FIe writes:
"Among the opinions which [Federico Borromeo] held with great
conviction, and practised with long perseverance, were some which most
people nowadays would regard as not merely wrong, but eccentric" (1

promessi sposi 486).

Manzoni was referring to Borromeo's prejudices (which were in
complete accord with the beliefs of the time) against anointers, witches and
heretics. As a result of these prejudices, in the first decades of the
seventeenth century several persons alleged to be possessed were burned at
the stake, with the cardinal's blessing, after excruciating torture. Manzoni
stresses Borromeo's personal responsibility; his actions can in no way be
justified by the superstitions and errors of his time.

'The author's citations of I prom.essi Eosi are from the edition by E. Raimondi and L.
Bottoni (p. 487). While I have kept the author's page references, I have used the Penguin
Classics translation by Bruce Penman. [Tr.]
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The author's position becomes more problematic when faced with
the cardinal's decision to yield to the requests of the city captains. The latter
were asking for a solemn procession of the people through the city streets
with the relics of St. Charles in order to halt the spread of the plague. To
explain this unhappy decision, Manzoni refers only to a possible element of
weakness in the cardinal's change of mind and the "mystery of the human
heart which we carurot plumb"(I promessi sposi 721). fu we know, the
predicted miracle that the plague would end did not take place after the
procession. Instead the number of dead increased exponentially. Manzoni's
description brings out the macabre nature of the procession, transformed
into a baroque spectacle around the saint's body, "its skull crowned with a

mitre." It becomes not only an image of the tragic and deadly epidemic that
spread through all of Europe in that centurf, but also the truest expression
of baroque allegory that no longer thinks of the light of redemption and the
eternal values of uncorrupted nature, as Benjamin has written (170). The
historian Maravall has shown how baroque society's image of the world and
people is strongly marked by a social awareness of crisis. Besides the plague,
Europe is struck by other calamities. Instability and social unrest give rise to
the main themes of baroque culture: chance, unpredictability, change,
impermanence, frailty, collapse, nothingness (Maravall).

The limits of the character and personality of Federico Borromeo (a
man "admirable...in so many respects") and the limits of the culture of his
time also surface in his work on feminine mysticism, De ecstaticis mulieribus et
illusis. Libri qaatulr (1616). Our initial approach, to seventeenth-century
mysticism will be organized around this text which, as Michel de Cerreau
has shown, is the first historical systematic treatment of mysticism. During
this century the term rnystica begins to be used as a noun, after having been
used for centuries as an adjective referring to theological or exegetical
experiences (De Certeau, "'Mystique' au XWI sidcle. Le Probldme du
language'mystique."')

Next we will analyze the mystical writings of Veronica Giuliani. In
addition to many autobiographical writings, she is the author of what has
been called the most extraordinary example of a spiritual diary from
seventeenth-century Europe (David). In this regard scholars have spoken of
the deep spirituality of the baroque world, often hidden beneath deceptive
and empty disguises (David, p. 96). We intend to pick up on this remark,
corwinced that if it is true that mysticism resists historical reductionism, it is
also true that it is always a historically determined phenomenon. Hence we
should speak of mysticisnts in the plural, as the late Mino Bergamo's excellent
studies have shown (La scienza dei santi; "Retorica mistica e codice barocco").
Finally, our investigation will move from methodological concerns to
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examine, as far as possible in this short study, the manner and limits of the
relationship between mysticism and literature.

"Ttae and False My*icisru. in Wornen"

The work was conceived with a didactic purpose, to be used by
ecclesiastics in dealing with questions raised by the presence of frauds who
were deceiving people by their appeals to alleged mystical practices. Thus
the book becomes a detailed analysis of extraordinary phenomena that are

mystical in the true sense, as distinguished from false mystical phenomena,
which Federico Borromeo regards as directly caused by the devil. The book
was meant to become a working tool for clerics who had to deal with the
phenomenon of the "braggarts." Given the book's practical purpose, the
cardinal was unable to deal with the more properly theological and spiritual
aspects of mysticism. Thus the book becomes interesting for the cultural
aspects of baroque mysticism, of which Borromeo offers a real anthology.
The work is fuIl of his psychological and physiological observations on the
various kinds of ecstasies, raptures and miracles. It even gives a detailed
survey of the supernatural odors and tastes associated with the phenomena
described.'

The book is a defense of mysticism centered on gnosis and union
with God, which is conceived as a supernatural and intuitive mental vision.
The cardinal describes mysticism as a "heavenly gift" since it offers the
benefit of a wisdom that relates to human beings (Misticisrno ztero e falso delle

donne. Libri qaattrl, p.85).But the cardinal is especially concerned to avoid
the danger of deceit in this area by unscrupulous visionaries, a concern
apparently motivated by the spread of mysticism in the seventeenth century.
Civil and religious authorities were frightened by the unrestrained
mysticism that accompanied the revival of prophecy, and by forms of
popular culture expressed in astrology and witchcraft beginning toward the
end of the sixteenth century. Historians explain these phenomena by the
emergence of various problems in the relationship between Church and

people. It is no surprise, then, that manuals such as Borromeo's were
produced within the Church. They were designed to deal with questions
related to the appearance of these unrestrained and suspicious phenomena in
an age that praised lying and deceit (Iy'illari, Ribelli e riformatori, pp. 85ff).
Thus the book's structure ends up being strictly apologetic. The cardinal
highly praises sixteenth-century mystical experience, especially its external

'On the importance of fragrances and odors in the concept of the sacred see Corbin,
Storia sociale d.egli odori XVil e XIX secolo. See also Camporesi's introduction to the book where
he speaks of how seventeenth-century "odor mystics" made allowance for experiences based on
smell, trying to explore through this sense the invisible and inexpressible (pp. xlvii-xlviii).
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manifestations, using the criterion of visibility typical of baroque rhetoric
(Ciaccia).

Authentic visions, the cardinal stresses, are rare and "mystics are by
no means to be found at every moment, as inexperienced people are easily
led to believe"(93). Here he mentions biblical sources and the "heavenly
favors" granted to Isaiah, Jeremiah and Ezekiel. In the Christian era there
are the names of Francis, Dominic and Catherine of Siena. He appeals to
martyrdom as proof that the vision is authentic and as evidence of true faith,
thus confirming the tendenry, typical of tridentine mysticism, to associate
mysticism with the sufferings of Christ. Borromeo lists as authentic the
vision that preceded the martrydom of Polycarp (recounted by Eusebius in
his Ecclesiastical Hixory) and that which preceded the martrydom of Cyprian.
This leads him to conclude that "God is accustomed to reward the most
terrible afflictions with the solace ofheavenly graces, especially in the case of
grave sufferings borne for the faith"(96).'

The cardinal mentions Cyprian's testimony that the early Church
had its youthful mystics from whom he was in no way ashamed to learn the
things they had seen while in ecstasy. But Borromeo stresses above all the
obscure, ambiguous and ambivalent nature of visions, even those mentioned
in the Bible. He seerns more interested in reducing mysticism to an
ecclesiastical and essentially Christian phenomenon. In this regard, see
chapter XI where he maintains that heavenly gifts are to be kept hidden and
remain within the Church, since "others" would not understand or would
show contempt for mystical phenomena (102-03).a The spirit of controversy
found in parts of the text leads Borromeo to maintain that "infidels" such as

Turla, Mauritanians, Persians and idolaters have no knowledge of divine
mysticism. Their only experience of ecstasy is in the form of diabolical
possession and necromancy (1 16).

Elsewhere his tone becomes more nuanced. The cardinal is not sure
whether humans can understand mystical phenomena and attain divine
ecstasy, an attitude that would have pleased Manzoni:

[T]he divine judgments 
^re 

a mare rilagnam. an ocean the human intellect
cannot fathom. There are many things that happen whose beginning and
end we are unable to discover (l 3 1).

'On th" connection between asceticism, marq,rdom and prophecy in early
Christianity see Bori, L'estasi del profeta ed altri saggi tra ebraisrno e cristianeim.o, especially
"L'esperienza profetica nell"ascensione di Isaia,'" pp. 17-30.

\n this the cardinal would only be confirming a tendency already found in the
ancient world, which spoke of the possible exisrence of a prophetic-esoteric tradition, not
public, with specific Christian contributions. See Bori, p. 23.
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But the text's practical purpose (it was meant to help clerics
distinguish between true and false mysticism) prevents the cardinal from
exploring the cognitive uncertainties he has mentioned. In this he shares the
limitations and prejudices of his age, as Alessandro Manzoni recognized.
These limitations are also evident in Federico Borromo's attitude toward
women and his opinions of them. While they should be the main focus of
his treatise, in the end they are excluded from all critical consideration in
favor of an inquisitorial tendenry, which sees them as disposed to the
trickery and deceit that go with their emotional and fickle "nature":

The feminine nature is easily given to equivocation and deceit. Women are
frequendy given to fainting; physically, they are quite weak; their feelings
are more ephemeral, aroused as easily as tley die down. For this reason
they instandy feel haued and take offense. There is no sea so agitated in a

storm as the mind of a woman (115).5

The cardinal's words express the belief that women are to be
identified with the world of feelings devoid of reason as opposed to the
world of masculine logic, which is supposedly able to control the unruliness
of the passions. Today such rigid opposition is seen as a stereot)?e. This is
especially clear from the extensive and detailed research of Remi Bodei, who
has recently stressed that feelings and desires are not external elements
added to consciousness to upset it; rather, they "constitute the tonality of
every mode of psychic existence, indeed of every cognitive tendenry" (Bodei,
p. 8). In this analysis passion is no longer seen as purely blind, nor is it
demonized as something to be repressed, as was the case in the time of
Cardinal Borromeo.n

Borromeo does acknowledge that women "have shared in the true
gifts of heaven" since the earliest days of the Sybil. But this is obscured by
his concern to denounce the "false spiritual attitude" of those who attribute
guilt to some women, and to distinguish false ecstasy (which he regards as a

disease to be cured) from divine ecstasy, and the latter from diabolical
ecstasy. Among the many cases of a "false spiritual attitude" inspired by the
devil, Borromeo recalls that of a women who said that every day she saw
divine images while in ecstasy. Boromeo manages to expose the deceit using
a strategy common at the time: make the woman write down her experiences

5Elsewhere Borromeo's opinion of women is even harsher: "...it is enough for us to
recall that it was woman who brought the first ruinous lie into the world. The beginning of all
ruin arose there, on her lips, filled wih lying and falsehood" (164).

o"The 
assumption that there are savage energies groping about in the darkness

[passions] which need to be directed and checked by an enlightened regulatory power [reason],
often prefig"ures a polemic excuse to repress or channel them" (9).
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so they can be verified. Borromeo makes it very clear the inquisitorial and
repressive nature of his reasons for demanding such writing. In his eyes it is
the basic criterion for verifiring the spiritual life of \ /omen saints and for
distinguishing between true and false mysticism:

Another good criterion for knowing persons is to question them insistendy
about their life, writing down, according to circumstances and occasions,

everything they say. In this way they cannot later deny what they said.

Should such persons continue to say foolish things, either because they
themselves are deceived or because they wish to trick others, they would be
unmasked in this way (141).

Thus it happened that the woman, after being urged by a religious, wrote
down her visions of angels. Among other things, she wrote that the angels
sometimes appeared to her disguised as animals. At that point the time was
ripe for the cardinal's critical intervention:

I reprimanded her, but she replied that dris had also happened in the
Apocallpse. I objected that the ApocaJlpse always had a mysterious
meaning which, I said, "is completely absent in your visions, and therefore
these images should lead you to believe that your visions are trifles and
delusions." I also noticed that these visions contained elements of
sensuality, such as songs and other delights that excite the senses and not
the mind. The woman added that she had seen t}re seven gifts of the Holy
Spirit in material form, with all their fruits and effects. But I realized and
readily suspected that this was a figment of her imagination rather than a

heavenly mystery (l 3 8-3 9).

fu we can see, the cardinal's intervention is based on the idea that
mystical experience is confined to the realm of mystery. It cannot be easily
explained with sense images linked to sensual pleasures. At this point
Borromeo's text becomes eloquent in its praise of dissimulation for the sake

of critical discernment:

In conversations with ecstatics and other false visionaries dissimulation
must be used. You must know how, at the right time, to ask questions about
things regarding the examiner's innermost thoughts, that is the secrets of
the heart, which not even the devil can know (142).

The cardinal also stresses that little credence should be given to
conversations heard by women while in ecstasy. It can happen that ecstatics

will express sublime ideas without these necessarily being due to some
extraordinary heavenly intervention (192). The gift of tongues must also be
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taken "with extreme caution." The same is to be said for excessive

enthusiasm. Therefore you must

...be alert in the presence of happiness that seems to be spiritual, the
outward joy that sometimes gushes from pious souls, lest you risk labeling
as profane the joys ofthe saints or, on the other hand, lestyoujudge as holy
what are ordinary natural delights (197).

The cardinal has a similar discussion on tears, since the devil "insinuates
himself even in the midst of tears." More inclined to tears are "humid
temperaments," those who drink too much, the timid and the "effeminate."
The only "natural" tears are those that arise from sorrow (198).

Obedient Writing and Nothingness

After this long excursus on the cultural significance of Federico
Borromeo's book on women's mysticism it is well worth analyzing the
writings of a seventeenth-century mystic, Veronica Giuliani. Indeed,
Veronica Giuliani is a perfect example of tridentine mysticism. While the
prophetic dimension found in Catherine of Siena and medieval mysticism is
absent, she is convinced that mystical experience must testifz to the
sufferings and passion of Christ. In the pages of her Diary we read:

Sufferings I can't describe. No time to be able to do and say what you
would like; you say and do just the opposite. This leads to more suffering
and makes you feel an inner torment that can't be described (Diario, in
Scrittrici m.istiche italiane, p. 511).

fu proof of what was becoming clear from the writings of Cardinal
Borromeo, the case of Veronica Giuliani shows how ffidentine mysticism
(men's and women's) tends to become increasingly ecclesiastical. It is rigidly
controlled by religious authorities who allow for no external manifestation
and no tz.lk of renoaatio ecclesiae (Church renewal). These tendencies lead to a

mysticism of nothingness, of which we find ample evidence not only in
Veronica Giuliani but also in baroque and seventeenth-century culture.'

Mino Bergamo has studied the relationship linking the theme of
loss and annihilation to French baroque culture and to the general culture of
the age (Bergamo, "Il puro amore davanti alla legge dello scambio"). His
research is based on the hypothesis that in the sixteenth and seventeenth

'See Leonardi, "La santiti delle donne," in Scrittrici mistiche italiane, pp. 54-57. See

also Zarri's long documented study, "Dalla profezia alla disciplina," in Donne e fed.e, pp. 177-
225, as well as that of Matthews Grieco, Modelli di santiti. fem.minile nell'halia del Rinascimmto e

della Controriform.a, pp. 303-25.
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centuries we witness the creation of an ethic dominated by the economic
model in all social relationships, public and private. In such dissimilar works
as -Moliere's Tam!ffe and the writings of mystics we see the development of a
rule for social behavior which is this: pay your debts and respectlhe circuit
of exchange. This economic law becomes a model for all types of discourse,
and mystical discourse itself seems to be influenced by it in iome way, albeit
negatively. In fact, Christian mystical writing regularly subverts the above_
mentioned ethical-economic model and affirms the life of charity, which is
essentially anti-economic. But the fact remains that mystical writing,
although opposed to the seventeenth-cennrry economic model, I;
structurally dependent on the very model it essentially subverts (Bergamo,
"Il puro amore davanti alla legge dello scambio,,i p. 205). Even the
relationship with God, which is what rhe pure love of the mystic wishes to
establish, is in some way influenced by the law of exchange. One of the
contracting parties (the human being) loses everything he or she possesses;
the other contracting party (God) takes advantage of this situation, deriving
enjoyment and benefit from it. Mystical discourse goes from bein[
stmcturally dependent on the ethical-economic model to being a reflection
of it. (Bergamo, "I1 puro amore davanti alla legge dello scambio,, pp.220-
2t).

The mystical theme of loss and nothingness becomes an obsession
in the pages of Veronica Giuliani's Diary.Here are some examples:

At that point I was overcome by a kind of ecstasy that took me, as if I were
in flight, to near where the Lord was standing. O God! There I received an
inner communication I can't describe, but it left me with a recognition of
my nothingness, my powerlessness. The more I recognized this truth, the
more light I received from God; the more God communicated himself to
me, the deeper the recognition of my nothingness.... Everyrhing kept
returning to the reflections and new reflections of God himself: the lights,
the gifts, the graces and everything God produces in the soul. Everything
comes from his hands, everything returns into his hands. He shows that he
is everything, and so the soul has grearer understanding ofits nothingness.
It must claim nothing, for nothingness can do nothing, produce nothing; it
must keep nothing, for nothing can add litde to nothingness (Diario, p.
514)

For Veronica Giuliani, knowledge of her own nothingness came by
way of inner communication and could not be described in her account. The
Incarnation, the divine "humiliation" that reveals to creatures their own
nothingness, originates from nothingness. For this reason humiliations and
human suffering are the only way to regain the nothingness of a more
authentic humanity:
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Oh! Here the soul receives great light on this point, but it can,t be
described. Nothingness itself seems to be annihilated, plunged into its own
being. It sees before it the infinite, incomprehensible and immense God,
and it understands how much he humbled himself, how for the sake of
nothingness he came from heaven to earth and lowered himself, humbled
himself, suffered gready, did much. All this was so rhat we might know who
he is and who we are. EIe taught us the way to nothingness, namely
humiliations and suffering. These are means to show us our nothingness
(Diario,p.5l5).

Veronica develops the concept of "effective nothingness', which
springs from the recognition that the soul can do nothing and that it lives in
a state of complete passivity:

I want to add and say that, when I spoke of effective norhingness, I meant
when the soul has true knowledge of itself that it can do nothing and that it
is nothing. I call this effective nothingness: when we truly recognize rhat we
do nothing, that we can do nothing and we are nothing (Diario, p. 516).

Opposed to nothingness is self-love and a desire for earthly things.
It is in ecstasy that the Lord invites the soul to humble itself and be reunited
with nothingness:

Tonight he himself was saying to me: "If you want to find me, firsr you
must find nothingness; if you want to possess me, first you must remain in
nothingness; if you want to please me, expect nothingness, for he is not
esteemed, but despised, reviled and trampled under the feet of all (Diario, p.
5 le).

But the inner communication is unclear on this point; it cannot be described
in words. Veronica Giuliani's Diary is filled with statements of ineffability.
The ztia negatiaa that leads to mystical knowledge of God can be summed up
in the oxFmoron "to know through unknowing." In his Via compendii ad
Deum (1657), Giovanni Bona compares this to the work of a sculptor who
removes material in order to draw from it a perfect statue. FIe means to say
that ecstasy, not asceticism, is the true measure of this way (Bona, p. 74).
The oia negatiae can allude to union with God only through the paradoxes
and analogies suggested by rhetorical figures that allow for no mediation,
such as the antithesis, or rhetorical figues that express paradoxical analogies,
such as the ox).rnoron, a basic figure in the aia negatiaa (Ossola, "Apoteosi ed
ossirnoro," pp. 91-92). Consider these examples from Veronica Giuliani's
Diary:
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We can never find a way to love God. It requires this way without a way to
respond to and love the Supreme Good (526).

I speak again and again, yet I say nothing.... The more you speak of it, the
more you say nothing, the more you can say nothing. Everything you know
is nothing; no one can fathom the meaning of love (530-3 1).

...by keeping silent, I will say everything; in speaking, I say nothing (533).

I am beside myself with love. I wish to become more and more beside
myself, and amid amorous ravings I will shout louder and louder:
"Suffering out of pure love gives me life, gives me strength." I don't know
how to describe, I can't describe love's madness. I feel and I do not feel; I
see and I do not see; I don't know what I am doing.... I seem to understand
that God, reigning in me-I hear him in t}re depths of my soul and he is
saying: "Ego sum qui tar7.t I am who am, and you are who are not; you are
nothing." I see myself plunged into the depths of annihilation (534).

The oia negatiaa leads to speechlessness, to silence in vision and word, to
knowledge of nothingness. It is consurnmated along the way that leads from
antithesis to oxymoron. For Veronica Giuliani nothingness begins the
moment the human being enters into relationship with the all-powerful
Other. It finds itself free of all determination and strips itself totally of self.
Corresponding to annihilation of self is affirmation of identity with God,
according to what Longino would have called the religious sublime, implied
in the biblical witness of the Ego sum qui sanx transrrritted by God to Moses.
From this state of complete dependence and self-annihilation also derives
the pursuit of suffering as a form of knowledge, a pursuit that reveals the
presence of a number of pathological elements in Veronica's personality. fu
Giovanni Pozzi has written:

Veronica sought physical sufferings with a determination that, judged from
a human standpoint, must be described as unhealthy. These excesses of hers
added to the physical sufferings coundess sufferings of a moral nature.
Sometimes the latter came from an understandable instinct to defend the
established order, sometimes from aberrations flowing from her
environment. The latter might euphemistically be called cruel
indiscretions. All of them, hers as well as those of others, betray forms of
psychic deformity (Po zzi, "Il' par er e' autobio grafi co, " p. I 84).

Giovanni Pozzi maintains that, by making suffering an element of
her experience of God, Veronica Giuliani transformed it into a privileged
condition of her own spiritual life. Carlo A. Landini, referring to Veronica
Giuliani's works, claims that the relationship between psychology and faith
should be dialectic and interdependent: psychology can provide theology
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with many points for investigation. Yet he does not wish to confuse the two
areas or rank one above the other; they must remain distinct (Landini,
F enort eno lo gia de ll' estasi, p. 2 0).

Summarizing his study, which is based on a typological-
phenomenological methodology, Landini expresses doubts and misgivings
about the way church ofEcials investigated the saint's life. What was lacking
was an objective case-history of the more properly "nosological and
patho graphical" aspects (Fenorrzeno lo gia dell' e stasi, p. 2 12). Another limitation
mentioned by Landini is that the story of Veronica's life remained within
the history of the Church and was written by people within the Church.
Thus, as he sees it, all the testimony and medical reports about the saint
become a testis anus, and for that reason, nallus. Landini's attitude is that of a

"simple" scholar who, confronted with the state of the documents in his
possession, confesses his inability to produce a "historically credible"
portrait of the saint (Fenomenolo gia dell' estasi, p. 21 6).

In his opinion we cannot even offer a definitive judgment on the
saint's mental state, seeing that there is no clear information on the state of
her health. Regarding her syrnptoms of hysteria and neurosis, Landini says
that in general it is hard to define exactly what we mean by health or mental
health. On the one hand, he criticizes those who say that holiness and
mental illness are irreconcilable; on the other hand he criticizes those who
say that there is a necessary and mutual relationship between holiness and
mental illness. For Landini there is no necessary interconlection between
the two phenomena; they are distinct. FIe concludes:

In this sense Veronica's illness is due to chance, but she could have attained
personal holiness even without it. Therefore her hysteria should be
considered in the same way as any other historical "accident"
(Fenomenologia dc ll' estasi, p. 233).

Landini's analysis puts the discussion of Veronica Giuliani back into the
context of more recent Catholic theology, which, in complete agreement
with the Nuouo dizionario di spiritaaliti., reaffirms the salvific value of human
suffering.'

The type of mystical enlightenment that appeared in the Catholic
world in the seventeenth century goes with a view of the world in which the
ethical dimension is lost. This dimension had characterized earlier
mysticism, especially Renaissance mysticism, which was linked to

tlandini 
cites the entry "Psicopatologia e religiositi" in S. De Fiores and T. Goffi

(eds.), Nzoaa dizionario d.i spiritualith,Rome: Paoline, 1979.
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affirmation of the world and an appreciation of the human person. The
mysticism of nothingness convinces people that non-being is better than
being, and it urges them to live a life marked by the renunciation of life. The
nothingness of mystics does not pertain merely to the dimension of
freedom, that dimension which, "starting from nothingness, lets being itself
be." These are the words of Sergio Givone, who does not deal wiih the
subject of the pure negation of being, which ends in non-being, in the
renunciation of being (Givone, Storia delnulla, p. 38).

On the other hand, the historical importance of these phenomena
prompts scholars dissatisfied with these results to extend their research
beyond the Catholic world and look for responses essentially different from
the Catholic response. In eighteenth-century England, for example, we see
the emergence of a mysticism still linked to prophery and concern for the
world and social revolution. It includes phenomena of ecstatic female
prophecy that are very interesting .' Only a perspective like this can help
pave the way for a new discussion that will reaffirm the positive valoe of
mysticism, to say nothing of the sociological and political aspects expressed
therein."' Such mysticism is linked to an anrhropology which is less negative
than that which underlies the mysticism of nothingness we have seen in
Veronica Giuliani. In historical terms, I am thinking especially of the rise of
Quakerism with its theology of the divine light present in every person. This
theology is associated with a divine vision in which the human soul is not
annihilated but finds its fulfillment in God, rediscovering in ecstatic vision
its original state prior to original sin." It is to this type of mysticism and

'On thir point see Phyllis Mack, Visionary Wom.en. Ecstatic prophery in Seaenteentb-
Cenary England.

t"Wh"n I think of the positive value of mysticism, especially women,s mysticism,
nowadays I think especially of Etty Hillesm,whose Diary can be examined, or of Simone Weil.
Mlsticism's positive potential value is negated by theoretical approaches and by research that is
limited to a study of the relationships of power implicit in mystical discourse. This seems to be
the case with Magli's most recent book, Storia laica ilelle donne religiose. Broader in scope is the
(also recent) collection, Donne e fefu. Santiti e aita religiosa in Italia, which however excludes the
comparative perspective. In the introduction by Lucetta Scaraffia and Gabriella Zarriwe rcad:
"Thus the Christian religion takes the form of a masculine religion-a single male God and a
celibate hierarchy from which the feminine presence is excluded-but, at the same rime,
especially within the Catholic confession, it provides a window to the visibility and social
presence ofwomen through the choice ofvirginal religious life, and it pays special arrention to
the material and imaginary cultural aspects traditionally regarded as feminine,,(p. xv).

"For this aspecr see Bori, "La visione del Paradiso nelJournal di George Fox.', See
also La societi degli am.ici. Il pensiero dei quacchd.More generally, on the metaphor of light-truth
see Blumenberg, "Licht als Metapher der Wahrheit." Blumenberg maintains that the metaphor
oflight focuses on "the original asking ofthe quesrion for which an answer is attempted, a pre-
systematic interrogation whose intentional fulness has iself .provoked' the metaphors. We
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openness to non-European cultures that we must appeal if we are to deal
with what Albert Schweitzer saw as the basic problem of mysticism in both
East and West. We need to create a mysticism of ethical affirmation of the
world, in short a mysticism that is both an acceptance of the world and thus
at the same time an ethical vision (les Grands Penseurs de l'Ind.e, p. 20). In this
regard it would be helpful to look at our religious culture from a historical-
critical point of view and to question mysticism in a way that takes into
account the problems of today's world. If mysticism is to be the "heavenly
gift" Borromeo wanted it to be, it must be able to elaborate a kind of
wisdom that speaks to the people of our own time.''

Mysticisrn and Literatare

Just how pervasive was the theme of nothingness in the Catholic
world of the baroque may be evidenced by the great stir caused by a quaestio
de nihilo that occupied the Academy of the Incogniti in 1634." Two years
earlier Giuseppe Castiglione had delivered an Acad.emic Discoarse in Praise of
Nothingnus in the Neapolitan Academy of the Incauti. Nothingness, he said,
was older than Chaos, equal to God in antiquity. Chaos arose from
Nothingness and from Nothingness arose Darkness. In support of this
genealogy he cited the ancient poets and Sacred Scripture, especially the
book of Genesis: "In the beginning God created heaven and earth; and the
earth was void and empty (Gen l:l-2). Nothingness is said to be the starting
point of creation, foi *ithout privation-the lack of form and the voil
introduced by Nothingness-there could be no opposite form introduced by
generation. Matter and form are produced from Nothingness. Except for
God, "creation knows no other principle, only Nothingness." Nothingness,
says Castiglione, is the source of divine omnipotence. God created the world
from Nothingness and left "the Nothingness of millions of worlds." These

must not retreat before the apparently naive way in which these questions are formulated, for
they are basic, even if they ought never be asked expressly" (Blumenberg, Paradigm.i per una
m.etaforohgia, p. l2).

"Along this line, but beginning from philosophical presuppositions very different
from those of Schweitzer, and making many distinctions, is Bataille, L'Erpirience intdrieure. I
think especially of the pages where Bataille speaks frankly against asceticism, for "with
asceticism, experience is condemned to acquire a positive value. Asceticism postulates freedom,
salvation, taking possession of the most desirable object" (p. 54). We know that for Bataille
there are no "ways of escape" to be sought through mystical ecstasy, poetic experience or
abandonment to nothingness. Interior experience for him is like a project inasmuch as it is

expressed through language. It cannot ignore eroticism and must choose the arduous way of the
"entire human being" (p. 57).

lt-."The texts produced were as follows: Il Niente. Distorco di Luigi Manzini; Le Glorie del
Mente. Discorso d.nl sig. Marin dall'Angelo; Il Niente annientato. Discorso del cunte Rnim.ondo Viilal.
These texts have also been studied by Ossola, "Elogio del Nulla."
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worlds are made possible by the presence of Nothingness, which cannot be
abolished, for if it were, divine creativity itself would be found wanting.

The soul, like every other "human grandeur," originates in
Nothingness. Nothingness is also linked to the idea of Grace and is even its
basis, as King David the prophet said: Pro nihilo salaos facies eos ["You shall
save them for nothing"], and as we find in Augustine.'* Castiglione concludes
his discourse by recalling how Nothingness is also the origin of the
Incarnation. The Virgin Mary, in order to receive the infinite God within
herself, had to annihilate herself:

To become capable of receiving the infinite God, the Virgin had to become
infinite. She could not become infinite positively, since only God can be
infinite in that way. Therefore she became infinite negatively, annihilating
herself and sinking to the depths of such great humility that she was
reduced, as it were, to Nothingness (Castiglione, Discorso Academ,ico in Lode
di Niente).

In the writings of Giuseppe Castiglione we find recurring images
and concepts that also occur in the mystical writings of Veronica Giuliani.
This relative similarity can be partly explained by common biblical sources,
especially St. Paul, and in the idea of nothingness as a passive term with
respect to God, which must be perfected through humiliry and obedience
(Gal 6:3; 2 Cor 12:11). But there are important differences. In the first place
Castiglione's language is more refined and literary than Giuliani's, and this
stylistic difference, it must be added, goes back to an essential difference
between the two kinds of writing, mystical and literary. In Veronica Giuliani
writing tends to be nullified by the "mystical" vision, in the "flesh and bone"
of things. Once the vision is over, the artificial body provided by writing
should no longer be necessary. But this attempt to nullifi, writing is bound
to fail, since writing is transformed from a simple tool into a subject that
reduces to its own logic the metaphysical subject and transforms it into a

simple consumer of writing."
Whereas mystical writing is aimed at a kind of self-annihilation,

literary writing tries to exhibit itself as such through an amplified use of
rhetoric and artificial devices. Literary writing, in a word, seeks to posit
itself as a sign of pathic contextualization by tryrng to maintain something of
the original pathos of the actual experience. This takes place especially in

'*Pr 55'8 fl,/ulgate), Augustine comments on this verse inlis Ennarationes; see Cnrpus
cbristianoram. 39, p. 685ff.

''O., th.s" subjects see Sini, Fihsofia e scrittura. On the characteristics of myrstical
writing see Maria Modica Yasta, La scrittura m.istira.
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poetrfr which produces a proliferation of meanings that are often hard to
reconcile or determine conclusively. The use of rhetorical fig-ures is also
motivated by various strategies, as Mino Bergamo has shown. For example,
antithesis, like every other rhetorical figure, is polyvalent and can be used
for different purposes, depending on whether it is used in mystical language
or in a baroque manuscript. In mystical discourse antithesis functions as "a
device for the self-destruction of discourse" and "arranges the funeral
service for every predicate" (Bergamo, "Retorica," p.225). This function of
antithesis fits in with the concept of God as infinite transcendence, as found
in the Mystical Theolog of Pseudo-Dionysius. In baroque literature,
however, the strategic goal of antithesis is

to generate the simile through the organization of q,rnmetrical structures,
and by means of the simile to produce equivocation, and by means of
equivocation to force identity to take an inevitable vacation (Bergamo,

"Retorica," p.233).

In Castiglione's Praise of Nothingness this process of annihilation of
the I, so characteristic of mystical writing, does not take place. Nothingness,
in his discourse, retains a paradoxical and symmetrical function with respect
to the created world. In fact, he clearly refers to a kind ofperennial creation,
made possible precisely by the elimination of referentiality established once
for all. In Castiglione and in the baroque controversies, Nothingness implies
the possibility of a constant renewal of discourse. It suggests the amazing
abilities of language, indeed the properties of a w^y of speaking
"wonderfully" and "in absentia." On the other hand, the mystical
nothingness of Veronica Giuliani refers to the limits of discourse aimed at
self-annihilation until the subject, who is paradoxically identified with the
obedient writing, is completely eliminated.

As Giovanni Pozzi has written, women's mystical writing labors
under a twofold prohibition. On the one hand, as we have also seen in
Borromeo, there is the inquisitorial act of the so-called spiritual directors
that compels the mystic to write. On the other hand there is the prohibition
against deriving anlthing from this writing once it has been compiled. The
case of Veronica Giuliani is a good case in point. For thirty years she was
forced to write without once being allowed to re-read what she was writing.'n
"Out of obedience I will write everything," she says in the pages of her
Diary. W1rrile she is evidently addressing her spiritual director, at the same
time she is making unanticipated readers aware of the special nature of the
written text before them (Giuliani, Diario, p. 532). Spiritual writers, it is

'nO., th"." aspects see Possi, "L'alfabeto deile sante."
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true, somehow instinctively produced an original literary form that points in
the direction of the diary and autobiography, even before these genres
received secular and literary codification in the strict sense.'' But women's
mystical writing is marked by the presence of a spiritual director who gives
the order not only to write, but also how to write and what to write about.
We must keep in mind, therefore, that there exists a specific devotional
practice that consists not in theological discourse but in writing that serves

"to stimulate oneself to think about how to love God" (Pozzi, "L'alfabeto
delle sante,' p. 23).''

Pozzi thinks it is time to do away with literature's indifference
toward these forms of writing, especially for the modern period, which is
still excluded from critical reflection. But he immediately goes on to say that
interest in this writing is not limited to its literary aspects. On the contrary,
art puts its trust in passion, "in the immediacy and (et us be frank) brutality
with which it can evoke primal life forces in a confused web of longings and
desires at the very limits of the subhuman (Pozzir "L'alfabeto delle sante, p.
27). He has also held that Veronica Giuliani's autobiographical narrative
cannot be reduced to the content and forms of literary and secular
autobiography, precisely because in the mystical writing of Veronica
Giuliani "the I of the protagonist is crushed, and because of itself it imposes
unusual forms on the I of the narrator in order to give voice to the story it
has made its own" (Pozzi, "L'alfabeto delle sante," p. 162).

Besides her Diary Veronica wrote five autobiographies, not on her
own initiative but by orders from the Church. Some thirq,-nine confessors
used writing to control the development of her spirituality. They even had
her make an important shift in the orientation of her writing. Whereas the
first biography spends much time describing the future saint's faults, these
faults disappear in later drafts, probably because of direct intervention by
whoever was ordering Veronica to write:

"On this subject see Georges Gusdorf, "De I'autobiographie iniziatique i
i'autobiographie genre litt6raire." Regarding dre intimate diary in particular see Scrivano, "La
penna che spia: giornale intimo e scritture." This work, however, considers only the secular

origins of the diary going back to the seventeenth-eighteenth century "in close relationship
with awareness ofthe personality and ofthe construction ofindividual experience analyzedby
the English empiricists..." (p. 23).

"On autobiographical writing in obedience to a command see also G6mez-Moriana,
"Autobiographie et discours rituel. La confession autobiographique au tribunal de

1'Inquisition." The author speaks of the need to examine Spanish autobiographical writing in
the ascetical and mystical tradition, with attention to the superstructure ofpower that produces

the autobiographical account rather than the individual that emerges from it (p. 459).
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Included in the terms of the assignment was that Veronica would furnish
the censors with details that would allow them to form an opinion of her,
which they alone were competent to do. It is a type of procedural
confession (Pozzi,"L'alfabeto delle sante," p. I65).

Veronica tries to avoid censure by appealing directly to God: the fact that he

dictated to her places her writing beyond question. Or else she speaks about
her own childhood and in that way avoids the area of competence of the
spiritual directors. Thus we can say that the "I" of the writer appears in
Veronica Giuliani's autobiography, provided we consider the fragments of
the "I" that surface here and there among the pages of obedient writing,
which create a "human I with reliable features" insofar as the saint's
childhood is concerned (Pozzi, "L'alfabeto delle sante," p. 175). Here is

where we get our information about a deeply religious family environment,
a determining factor in Veronica's religiosity. When she enters the convent
these autobiographical parentheses become fewer, and she concentrates
instead on the extraordinary phenomena that come at her from all sides.

Moreover, her writing lacks what is considered the basic presupposition of
religious and spiritual autobiography, namely that the moment of
conversion goes hand in hand with the decision to write (Harpham,
"Conversion and Language of Autobiography").

From the very beginning Veronica is a soul whose aim is union with
God. The purpose of her autobiographical writing is not self-knowledge but
true self-annihilation. It is filled with expressions of ineffability, amnesia and

absence, until it finally ends in a confession of ignorance. Giovanni Pozzi
has mentioned the presence in her writing of an "autobiographical alter
ego," characterized by "another I that superimposes itself on the I of the
protagonist and leaves its features there" (Pozzi, "L'alfabeto delle sante," p.

179). In this way the very foundations of autobiographical writing are

shaken and shattered, for autobiography is impossible where the narrative I
is missing (Pozzi, "L'alfabeto delle sante," p. 192). As evidence of this we
must remember that by the time Veronica Giuliani reaches the end of her
autobiography she is writing in the second person; she imagines it is being
dictated by our Lady. Thus the identity of author and narrator, which is the
cornerstone and presupposition of all autobiography, is nullified. Instead
there is introduced a kind of "dialogical" writing typical of the Catholic
world, in which the writer simply "responds" to the appeals and questions of
the confessor or spiritual director.

In conclusion, it seems we should keep a methodological distinction
between literature and mysticism. This distinction is also justified
theoretically, inasmuch as there exists a tradition of special language for
religious experience. In any case, in the field of literature the study of
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religious writings is bound to grow, opening doors previously regarded as

secondary, such as the history of religions. There is no absolute distinction
between mystical experience and literary experience, as Giovanni Getto
recognized. At the same time there is no opposition in principle between
esthetic experience and religious experience. Nevertheless we cannot help
but share Getto's concerns when he said that critics must proceed cautiously
with religious literature, especially when faced with wondrous phenomena
and the religious sublime. They must avoid a condescending attitude toward
such phenomena so as not to attenuate the spiritual values and the interior
experience of mystics (Getto, "La letteratura religiosa").
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